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EDITORIAL

HOW DEEP SHOULD ONE DIG ? - PART TWO

S.J.Gamb1e, Director of Research.

I started mv previous editorial (l) by stating ,,one of theobjecrives " oi JTAP- ;;; to encourage rhe applicarion ofscientif ic methodology to the study oi"ur,o phenomena.,, r alsowent on to ask "But how far can this 99 ? er6,"-'i;-'danger ofturning over too-many stones, and ,orrTa we like what we saw
il::f,.:l"r ?". rhis i" a rheme which r would like---ro expand

The normal scientific processis to make an observation,design a theory to explainthis observation- and then todesign further experiments totest this theory. part of thisprocess is to present yourtheory together with it'sevidence for examination bythe wider scienrifi6
community. .Colleagues may haveturther evidence which eithersupports or refutes a giventheory. This- may "he1p
in refining a theory to betterrtE tne tacts or help inye:.rying the data f rom adifferent ang1e.

It should be that this spirirof examination and "or..nl isveiwed as a collaborative
effort between individuals
with a common interest towardsan eventual solution for agiven problem. In rhe fieldsof conventional science thisunfortunately does not alwaysapp1y. It applies even less inthe fields of UFOlogy and rhestudy of other transient
phenomena. A11 too oftenmatters disintegrate intohighly personal bartlesbetween groups andindividuals. All this energyspent in fighting each oth6iis doing nothing to advancethe cause of res6arch. Indeed
i! may be doing a greardisservice. There are Eho".both within and wirhour of the

field who use rhis kind ofbickering as examples of theunprofessional conduct of theso-cal1ed UFO1ogists.

The veiw of somebody else mayput a different interpretation
on a case. In the field ofUFOlogy it is a very braveperson who either comes- forwardwith a radical new theory or anexplanation for a' to"gestablished case. Such peoplE
have to be brave because if iror.-rtry to explain somebodyelsespet case_you risk not oirty astream of verbal abuse but inone or two cases actualphysical abuse. This just isnot on. We need people to come
forward r pr€sent new theories
and then have them discussed ina rational way. There should beno room for the closed mindpeople in serious research.

The last issue of JTAP carried
two contrversial articles. RoyDutton (2) presented hi;evidence for alien visitations.
Steuart Campbell (3) presented
evidence to explain theLivingstone case. Both of these
may have touched the

(PLEASE NOTE : This issue

sensitivities of some readers.At the time I made it quietclear that these were open to
reasoned discussion. It is ofno use to me to know that youdon't 1 ike either Steuart' s orRoy's paper. I,ilhat I ( and
anyonelse interested in serious

completes volume 4 of JTAP)
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Editorial cont

research) needs to know is whY
they are wrong or whY theY are
right. It is only on this
basis of feedback that we can
hope to make any significant
advance

Both the articles bY Steuart
and Roy have resulted in some
correspondence. This means
that this issue of JTAP has a
larger that usual
Coriespondence section. This
in a way is a good develoPment.
Many professional journals,
such as Nature or the Lancet )

have a large corresPondece
section which gives details of
experimental work or comment
on previous publication. These
letters to the editor Pass on
important packages _ of
information which are of greal
use to researchers but not
large enough in themselves to
fill a fu11 blown PaPer. This
is a trend T would like to
encourage.

I should stress again that I
am interested in facts and
will avoid publishing anything
that is unnecessarilY critical
of individuals or organis-
ations. It will be unavoidable
to mention some PeoPle or
groups in discussing any
investigation. These may not
always 6e seen to have acted
in the best way Possible.

This issue will also continue
to advance evidence for new
theories and solutions to
older cases. There is an
update by Ken PhilliPs.on the
Anamnesis project (4). The
Anamnesis is one of those
areas where a number of PeoPle
tel1 me they don't like it,
but nobody can te1l me what is
wrong with it. I am PrePared
to Iisten to alry reasoned
argument either for or against
Ken's work.

Andy Roberts also Presents (5)
the West Yorkshire UFO GrouP's

work on the Cracoe Fell
phoLographs. This case has been
investigaled extensivelY bY the
Yorkshire UFO SocietY who come
to a completely different
conclusion. We are Publishing
Andy's article to Provide a

forum to exchange ideas. I
first came aware of this case
when it was shown on a TV-AM
programme on 28th APril - 

1984
iSl. Tony Dodd, a member of the
YUFOS and Bob DigbY, a Past
BUFORA chairman were
interviewed by HenrY Ke11Y
about a number of rePorts from
Yorkshire. The WYUFORG

r02-r07 .
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explanation does seem to fit
tha facts, but as usual I
invite reasoned and factual
comment.

Slightly changing the sgbject,
I would like to thank both
Steuart Campbell and AnthonY
Pace for their comments on the
'computerised' JTAP. For the
technically minded, it is
prepared irsing a Sinclair
Spettrum compuler with Tasword
Two as the wordProcessor. Text
is stored on Microdrives. The
March 86 issue was PrePared
using a Brother M1009 Printer.
This did not give as good a

result as exPected. Later
issues have used a Silver Reed
typewriter with a
interface as Printer.
REFERENCES.
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THE ANAMNESIS PROJECT - A STATE OF PROGRESS REPORT.

Ken Phillips
16 Wedgwood Walk, Lymington Road, London, N.W.6.

INTRODUCTTON

Ken Phil1i-p" and Alex Keul have been using the Anamnesis method,developed^by_ them, to study uFO reporters. some of the earlierresults of this plgject have alreaiy been presented in the pagesof this journal (1).

The Anamnesis project is con-tinuing and this paper is presentedto report recent progress. BUFORA has made a ieiearch grant toassist with this project.
ANAMNESIS LIVES.

Up to the time of writing thisreport, the Anamnesis pioject
continues to be applied in the
f ield of UFO ( and- Utr'O-relared)
investigations; mostly by theauthor himself. ThiS means
that the project is very much
concerned with percipients
livi-ng in south easl nngland,
although sporadic Anailnesis
reports have originated from
such diverse areai as Greater
Manchester, Scotland, County
Durham and East Angl ia. Dl
Keul , oo the other [and, isvirtuall-y running the project
single-handedly in Ausiria
and, due to the inevitable
problems of geographical
spacirg, this means that only
the provinces of Lower Austrii
and Upper Austria can be
adequately covered. However,
this 1op-sided sampling of
cases is not as unfortunate asit might first appear, sincepercipients tend to originate
from all areas; prosperous and
non-prosperous a1ike.

Given these geographj ca1conditions, one would
reasonably ask why the project
has not been adofted by themajority (or even a sizable
minority) of investigators.
The reason for the lu[.e-warm
reception has it's roots deep
in our western technologicai
culture; for our educition

and Descartian philosophies,
has 1itt1e scope - for such ;revolutionary concept as arelationship between theperclpient and the percieved.
Surely, what is being-perceived
is, in most cases in-any event,
totally objective, and that
what is being reported is anaccurate translation of
"something" out there.
Unfortunately, forty years oftotal mystification casts doubt
on such a simplistic
observation. If we are to get
to the heart of the Uf,O
stimul-us r w€ must begin tosearch beyond Descartes and
Newton into the realms of
"conectedne s s " and the"universe nextdoor" (Z) .

Putting this idea more simply,
the Anamnesis is investigatiirg
the Unidentified Witness I whois it tfat appears on the stage
of the "hard-residue" case, t[e
"abduction", the "mis-ident
ifcation" report and the
"hoaxer"? Is he (or she) to be
found in the normal span of the
socio-cultura1 spectrum or ishe ( or she ) residing in a
segment that, hitherto, has
remained entirely unknown? Itis with this unknown segment inmind, that the Anamnesis is
searching and comparing a whole
range of demographical data
residing in the archives of the
Austrian and English censuses.

based as it is on Newtonian
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Anamnesis cont....

PRELTMINARY RESULTS OF THE
ANAMNESIS PROJECT

The first thing that must be
said here is that the UFO-
percipient population is, in
general, a psychological 1y
stable one, with virtually no
manifestation of psycho-
pathological impairment. This
finding is in direct
contradiction with that of the
Vienna Pilot Study, funded by
the Vienna Board of Education
(3). The latter results were
found to be an artifact.

So, if we are dealing with
normal, healthy individuals,
has the Anamnesis found
anything extraordinary about
them? The answer to this
question is most definately
yes. In fact they are very
intelligent and artistically
motivated people, who, ln
almost every case, possess
moderate to strong trqp
faculties. But before anyone
raises his voice in indignance
exclaiming that the author is
explaing one unknown with the
aid of another, 1et us take a
look at the pilot sample. To
quote from an earlier paper
"In the British alleged close-
sighting group (n:10), nine
had reported E. S.P. , five more
than one E. S. P. phenomena
category, six had stated that
E.S.P. had happened before the
alleged UFO event and eight
claimed repeated to frequent
E.S.P. occurrences."(4) A
subsequent revised Anamnesis
project reinforced the
findings of the pilot study.
A11 other demographic results
remain within average

interesting resu-
compared with a US s
normal anc -8
adolescenis'.6); ::-e
running as rc--c;s :

"Therefore one ca:-

: when
^c 11:-.--c UL Jl
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contents in their
compared to US
increasing from dis
close s ighter s ,
increasing similarity
psychotic inpatients
(4, p13)"

What is being said here, in
plain English, is that the
closer the UFO event the more
1ike1y is the percipient to be
overwhelmed by an experience
akin to "visions".
As to why perfecil..- normal
specimens of the ps..'chosocial
spectrum should suddenly
exhibit characteristics of a
visionary nature is the subject
for future cryptoreligious and
folkloric studies; since it is
only by such a
multidisciplinary approach we
can ever hope to isolate the
UFO kernal. (Remenber that the
omnipotent US Air Force was
hopelessly confounded by the
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boundaries. ( It is, perhaps,
pertinent to mention here that
even the photographer of the
celebrated McMinnaville case t
used in the Condon report] was
a "repeater" witness t5]).
Later results of the Anamnesis
-Rorscach revealed an even

for twenty

RESEARCHFUTURE DIRECTIONS OF
AND INVEST]GATIONS

In the light of the Anamnesis
results obtained so fax, should
Research and InvestigaLions
drastically modify their
approach and techniques in the
field ? The answer to that
question is both yes and no. On
the one hand, we simply cannoL
ignore the CE II (7), xadar-
visual and the multiply
witnessed events, sma11 LN
number though they are. For
example, it simply is not

UFO phenomnon
years ! )
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Anamnesis cont

pertinent to go along toinvestigate a "corn-dirc1e"
with an Anamnesis form since,as fax as we can determine,neither UFO nor witn'ess are
involved ! At the other end of
.th" reporting spectrum
however, w€ have those io, tozero data yield cases (some ofwhich are many years o1d)which, within the context of

CONCLUS IONS

In this year, the fortiethanniversary of the Arnoldsighting-we have to think longand hard about the UFOpercipient and the signals thathelshe is rransmirtin[ throughthe Anamnesis. It doef not meanthat we must discard any of thehypotheses developed 3o far,since the author knows of twofalsifiable hypotheses
9.y"1oped over the p"st' decade
,( 
these, are 1 ] Tectonic s train,"Earthlights" theory ofDeveraux et al, and 2l' tlre UFO

waves Vs sidereal time theoryof Dutron t9I ) which ro rh;)best of the authors knowledge
have not been tested by t6erespective scientificdiscipl ines at all . Butwhatever ones preferred
hypothesis is, the mind cannotbe left out of the equationbecause it interacts with
whatever material the universeis made. And who knows, theremight just be other minds "outthere". Hence, for the firsttime in the UFO story,
UFO1ogists now have a time-

phys ical sc iences , are

meaningless results. The

virtually worthless. Moreover,
even when cases are satisfact-orily attributed to known
phenomena, it sti11 does notexplain the UFO experience
i..e. why "Mr X" repoits hisobservation of the planet
Venus as a "metal1ic 6b3ectwith windows and which sciredthe hel1 out of his dog".Putting it b1unt1y, we arelooking at the uirO kernalthrough an unknown instrument;
the unidentified humanwitness. Consequently, thepast forty years of datagathering has produced abewildering jungle of results(e.g see 8) , simply becausethe instrument th?ough whichwe have been looking (the
witness ) has no
standardLzation or criteria.
The future role of research
.ld investigation is now quiteclear. We must examine theinstrument as well as theevent. This means that aftercarrying out a ful1 technical
appraisal, we must execute a
one hundered and eighty degreeturn and look into the- eyel ofthe witness. For unless we dothis, another Lwo generations
of UFO1ogisrs will -pass who,with great effort, eipense andfrustration, wi1 1 co1 lect
another forty years worth of

apparatus with which to listen
to the mind, and indeed, togive it fu11 expression wiihoutinterference fiom UFOlogists(or others ! ) value judgemEnrs,
yet at the same time havingcriteria with which to mak6essential comparisons.

invar iant , cu1 ture - free

"Ngw experiences
existing method and
method changes man"

Bi1 1 Dil 1on
UFO Percipient

REFERENCES

1 ) Keu1,A and phi11ips, K
( 1986 ) The unidentified
witness. JTAP 4, pp 43-44,

(continued on page I28)

change
a change in

author of this paper hopesthat the curent geneiation - of
UFOlogists will not a1low such
a gross dissipation of effort
to occur.
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THE CRACOE FELL CASE

West Yorkshire UFO Research Group

84 Elland Road, Brighouse, West Yorkshire, HD6 2QR.

ABSTRACT

On 16th March 1981 two off duty police officers ::
photographed bright lights south east from their ,c:a
north Yorkshire village of Cracoe.

Cracoe is approximately eight kilometres north of S":-:
lies on the'b6265 road. T[e Skipton to Grassing--::.
only) railway line passes close by.

The case has been extensively investigated by
Society who have published a detailed report
paper re-examines the evidence and suggests a

INTRODUCTION

This article is an adaptation
of one appearing in the
November/December 1986 issue
of UFO BRIGANTIA ( available
from 84 Elland Road, Brighouse
W. Yorks, HD6 zQR), and has
been written for BUFORA at the
request of the BUFORA Council.
It provides an update on West
Yorkshire UFO Research Group's
(WYUFORG) line of research in
this case and is written for
BUFORA readers to clarify the
confusing situation which has
arisen between the Yorkshire
UFO Society (YUFOS), WYUFORG
and ultimately BUFORA.

For those readers unfamiliar
with the Cracoe case brief
details are given be1ow, but
WYUFORG wish to make it clear
that we were not involved in
the main body of research. The
Cr acoe case has been
extensively investigated over
a number of years ( invest-
gation is stil1 continuing),
by YUFOS, who have published
many articles on the case and
it has formed the 'highlight'
of many of their lectures and
conf erences. \^IYUFORG wish to
make it plain that we are in
no way attempting to 'poach' a
case or anything of that
nature. Our sole objective is
to make public a major piece

_10
_ --i5

i ^-

of evidence whic:: :-:s :een,
until now, unpub l : s:-e: . l::is
eveidence is the s:a:e:-3:t: of
one of the few prii:e ;:::resses
to the phenomena. :-.-:3ence
which has not appe a:e: :eiore
in respect of this case and
evidence which has s:o3c *f, to
rigorous scrutiny. ie .eave
it's veracity up :c the
judgement of the :e ader .

WYUFORG strongly adv. se anvone
with the remotest in:e:est in
this case to obtain :he Cracoe
Package from YUFOS ( address
given at the end of iiie paper ) .

the Yc:.:s
of th:s ;:
posib-e s

YUFOS were offereo
(unedited) right of

any
reply

alongside in the article in UFO
BRIGANTIA, that they wished, 3n
offer which remains open, but
sadly declined to answer all
communications addressed to
their President. There is no
speculation in this article.
Everything in it is a faet that
can be verified by the relevant
documentation.

THE CRACOE CASE

On the morning of March 16th
1981 an off duty police officer
saw, from the window of his
police house in the sma11 north
Yorkshire village of Cracoe,
bright lights on a rock face,
some distance away to the south
east. After he and another

Journal of Transient Aerial Phenomena, March 1987 Page 702.



Cracoe Fel1 Case cont...
officer had observed thelights for atime they decidedthat they consisted - of threeintense white lights with someform of 'finned' structure
behind them. Six photographs
were taken during - Ltreobservation, which lastedabout one hour. The 1 ights
were not seen to 'arrive' andthey did not move off at theend of the sighting butaltered in lighE iiltensirybefore fading out. The light's
were described by one of thewitnesses as 'bri1 1 iant' and'varying in intensity'. Other
witnesses were present, one ofwhom's testimony wiil beconsidered 1ater.

NOTE:
This is a very brief accountof the events of 16 / 3 / gf:
WYUFORG rhink ir includes a1ithe sal ient facts but don'ttake our word for it, pleaseobtain the yUFOS report,'which
includes a colour ^photograph
of the phenomena.

THE PHOTOGRAPHS AND YUFOS(PUBLIC) CONCLUSIONS

This section is included to'set the scene' for the newevidence and is in no wayintended to de-bunk YUFOSi

necessary to give an over_veiw
of the published research. But
for_ the photographs this case
would have gone down as 'iustanother LITS' , butphotographic evidence is ra:-eand YUFOS rightly had rhepictures analysed- at fourestablishments, the nowdefunct Ground Saucer Watch(GSW) in the USA, Klaus Webner

GSW's conclusions were that'there is no evidence that the
4I'r (anomalous imagesi 

- 
are'objects' hovering beEween thewitnesses and tfre distantmountains (hi11s)'.

Klaus Webner's conclusionsinclude 'I have found noevidence that there wasanything in the air berweenCracoe Fe1l and the eyewitnesses' .

Neither report mentioned a' r rn' or craft of any kind.Obtain the report and read theanalysis for yourselves if youare in any doubt as to ourportrayal of the data.Obviously, in an attempt to beconcise, we can only iict< outcertain portions of GSW's and
Webner's analysis and it willbe seen by some as abiased selection at this. Weaccept this and for this reasonwe urge the reader to makehimself aware of the facts.
YUFOS incorporated thisanalysis in the 'CracoePackage' which also containsdetails of their (extensive )research along with details ofthe case events. The exactlocation (grid reference) ofthe event is not mentioned but
believe that it occurred onquartz-bearing gritstone crags(not limestone as per t6e
re-port ) at GR 96557 g- ( approx )(Sheet SD 85195) , some otte' anda half miles south east of

conclusions, rather it ]-S our research leads us to

( affiliared ro CENAp) ln

Cracoe village (not threequarters of a mile as in thereport). The farmers evidenceor statements are not mentioned
anywhere in the report, nor
have they been published in ,r,y
issue of YUFOS' journal Quest.YUFOS come to no firm
conclusions as to the nature ofthe 'object' but it is statedin Quest Vo1. 2, No. 5 that 'an
unknown structure lies behind
the lights, this is covered by

Germany, a 'police source' andat Leeds University. Ful1results of analysis from thefirst two have - been released
and we gugle from them, againvery briefly but encapsulaiing
we think, the major points.
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Cracoe Fel1 Case cont..

a stream of white light' and
'for the record the Cracoe UFO
is undoubtedly solid' and
members of WYUFORG have also
been told by the heads of
YUFOS at lectures that it
depicts a 'structured craft of
unknown origin'. It is classed
as an UNKNOWN.

WYUFORG INVOLVEMENT

WYUFORG, in the form of Nigel
Mortimer, first became
involved after the Cracoe case
had become 'public' via a
Yorkshire Evening Post (YEP)
article of 22nd August 1983.
Nigel lives very near the
Cracoe area and decided to
have a look on behalf of NUFON
and VJYUFORG. Shortly after the
YEP article ( the following
week in fact), a smaller piece
appeared in the Craven Herald
( see Figure One for text)
offering an explantion for the
phenomena.

Nigel contacted the farmer by
'phone and obtained brief
details (which were concurrent
with both the Craven Herald
piece and with Mr. Carlisle's
subsequent 1986 statement -
Nigel's original notes from
the 'phone conversation are
stil1 extant) but was unable
to follow the case upas he
shortly afterwards ceased
active UFO investigation for
family reasons. This brings us
up to the present saga which
is as follows. In early 1986
Andy Roberts (editor of UFO
BRIGANTIA) was asked by Paul
Deveraux, editor of the Ley
Hunter (TLH) , to write an
article on the Cracoe Fe11
phenomena for the back page
Earthlights (EL) spot in TLH.
Andy said he would do this if
the evidence avail ab1 e
supported the EL theory, one
which he admittedly has a
penchant for. Andy wrote to
YUFOS stating the foregoing
and requesting a copy of the

Cracoe package sc
consider a1 1 che
evidence. The )a
denied to him as '':
agree with YUFOS' c
Andy wasn't sure a:
he hadn't reac ::.=:-
Requests for coples ::
of the Cracoe phe:.c:--::.=
in WYUFORG lec:-:: 

=credits offered :o :-a-S
also refused,
grounds. In the e:c :-=
(based on manv c::-c:
also) that a phe:lc:.=:.::. ;::ich
lasts for one hou: ::- ::-= srot
was unlikely to ':e z:. --- a:-: so
the article vlas nc: -,i: -::=:-. In
the late spring o: -::a. l':ge1
Mortimer, having :e:"::-3: to
active UFO1ogy a:r3 ,.,i-al3.G,
decided it was ti:.e :.3 -:--c:r'ed

c: -,f

id
_l_ e
AS

S :S
--^-t
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-:: :se
-11

_ -11
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s _:_- - ar
i-^ji-J
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up the farmers -ea:.
article was publ:-s:r3:

tn

-:: ihe
June issue of T-a: ::.-3-\TIA
detailing his resea:::- -:-:3 the
phenomena and h:s :3:-:a:ive
thoughts. Nigel ai sc ',r-s:-ec to
see the Cracoe Pac<a:: . : -:: it
be ing denied to :.e:.: e: s of
WYUFORG had to obta-:: --- ::r an
unusual fashion. nCcc::r::g to
YUFOS adver t is ing i: C,':e s : , the
Cracoe Package is a\-::-a:-e to
ANYONE on receipt o, :j. This
is clearly not the c'se a::d so
Nigel asked a re * a::;e to
obtain it by post. I::r s was
done and Nigel acqu-:ed the
report. These methods :a-.- seem
unconventional but due :o the
circumstances it was :he only
\day to obtain the Cr acoe
report. This action has been
sanctioned as expedient by
BUFORA Council. It was this
action and Nigel's article in
the June issue of UFO BRIGANTIA
which drew the extens ive
interchange of letters between
Andy Roberts and Phillip Mantle
(YUFOS) and the many letters
Nigel received.

THE FARMER'S TESTIMONY

WYUFORG contacted the farmer,
Mr. D. Car1is1e, again and he
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Cracoe Fe1l Case cont....

FIGURE ONE

TEXT OF THE CRAVEN HERALD ARTICLE AUGUST 1983

UFO RUBBISH !

Reports that a shiny object seen on cracoe Fel1 wereconclusive proof of alien visitors to the Earth havebeen dismissed as 'rubbish' by a 1oca1 farmer.
Hetton farmer Mr.D. Carlisle said
occurred on du11 days when the sun
fe11. -'It's quite spectacular, butto it' he explained.

He_was present on the morning two
policemen photographed the sfiining
it as the same optical illusion
before.

Last week, the Yorkshire UFO society hailed thephotograph the policemen took as the most conclusiveevidence they had of alien visitors to this country.

the phenomenon often
caught rocks on the
that's all there is

years ago when two
fe11 and recognised
he had seen there

was only too pleased to be
interveiwed. This took place
on 28th Seprember t qA6.
WYUFORG members spoke to Mr
Carlisle for an hour at his
large farm in the village of
Cracoe. The main points of the
interveiw were written down
and Mr Carlisle was then asked
if he disagreed with anything
that had been written, oi had
anything to add. He did not
and signed the statement (see
Figure Two ) . Mr. Carlisle
added later that although the
phenomena seen on 16th March
1981 were in his opinion a
sunlight reflection he like
m.any Cracoe villagers, thought
there was, and is, 'something'
going ol and he went on to say
that a few weeks previous to
our interview bright lights
had been seen at night high on
Cracoe Fe11.

Mr Carlisle's view of the
Cracoe Phenomena is then, that
it is the product of an
uncommon sunlight reflection
on damp qwartz bearing
gritstone, and one that he and

others have seen three or four
times a year when the weather
is changeable. He and his wife
and son (amongst others) have
seen the phenomenon both before
and since the March 1981 evenr.
It is also worth noting that on
the three occasions Mr Carlisle
has been contacted over the
Cracoe Phenomenon (by the
Craven Herald and WYUFORG) he
has had to be sought out, he
has never gone out of his way
to make his views known, and
that his version of the event
is unchanged from the 1983 UFO
RUBBISH arIicle. Had Mr
Carlisle ben unsure of events,
or even lying in his 1983
statements he could easily
declined to be interviewed. Iil
our opinion his credibility as
a witness is excellent.
LAST WORDS

In closing this article we
would like to stress once again
that our sole reason for
writing it was to bring out the
evidence of a prime witness to
the event, evidence which,
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Cracoe Fe11 Case cont....

FIGURE TWO

FARMER CARLISLE'S
STATEMENT CONCERN]NG THE CRACOE 'UFO"

I was present outside Cracoe police station on the 16th
March 1981. I observed the lights for not more than 15
minutes. The lights were on Rylestone Fe11. People
present were (names confidential as they are serving
police officers). The weather conditions were overcast
with outbreaks of sun. The lights 1 observed were as
portrayed in the photograph and in that location. I have
seen these lights both before and after on many
occasions, as have my wife and son. The lights appear
when the rocks are wet (the rock is Yorkshire Gritstone)
and when the sun shines on the wet surfaces. It does not
occur on bright sunny days. Only on cloudy days with
outbreaks of sun. My attitude towards the UFO phenomenon
is one of an open mind and in my opinion the lights I
saw were nothing else than the sun shining on the rocks.
0n the day in question the lights were brighter than
I've seen before. I did not notice any structure
whatsoever behind the rocks.

although known about, has not
been presented before by the
investigating body, and
evidenee which, until new and
conclusive evidence is
forthcoming, provides a
possible resolution to the
Cracoe Case.

The sun on the morning of 16th
March 1981 was (according to
computer simulation) in such a
position as to be shining
obliquely on the rock face.
According to weather records
the sun was shining and rain
had fa11en in the days
previous to the event. The
manner of the phenomenon's
disappearance was concurrent
with that of a 1 ight
reflection, in that the light
was seen to 'pu1se' before
fading altogther, no 'object'
was actually seen to move off.
The rock type ( Yorkshire
Gritstone ) is notorious for
light reflection, due to it's
quartz content and tendency to
retain surface moisture, and
members of WYUFORG have seen
(and photographed! ) similar

effects as the Cracoe phenomena
in the same area although for
shorter periods of duration.
WYUFORG do not however hold
this explanation up as being
the definative conclusion to
the Cracoe Case but feel the
facts valid and that it is
important in a case classified
as unknown that all the facts
should be made known, and we
question why they were not
revealed in the past. It is
WYUFORG's opinion that we have
conducted this research and
investigation correctly and
that it is our responsibility
as open minded UFOlogists to
have done it in this way. A UFO
case is no ones 'property' and
can and should be commented on
by anyone with something
serious to add to it.

WYUFORG NOTE :

Readers are advised yet again
to obtain the YUFOS Cracoe
Package which makes interesting
and essential reading. It is
available from YUFOS, 68 Bul1er
Crescent, Leeds, LS9 6LJ,
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made by I^IYUFORG
forgoing article

Cracoe Fe1l Case cont....
Price f.5. WYUFORG would like
to state that our use of YUFOS
views and quotes are in no way
rne ant to be seen as
inflammatory, nor are WYUFORG
attempting to 'stea1' a case
or anything like thar. WYUFORG
feel that all the eveidence in
a particular case should be
brought forward for
cons ideration. I,rIe have been
informed by YUFOS rhar rhe
next issue of YUFOS Quest will
reveal exactly what the Cracoe
'object' is aha that it is not
a light reflection. WYUFORG
will only be too pleased to
support any FIRM evidence,
whatever the nature, of the
'object' behind the Cracoe
photograph. A11 the statements

These notes are offered as
additional explanation to the
WYUFORG article.
1 ) WYUFORG are a member group
of BUFORA. They have, however,
been shown no special privilage
in the reproduction of their
article.

2) The article has been
produced from the manuscript
provided by WYUFORG with rhe
minimum of editorial
interference. In 1 ine with
their wishes it may be
reproduced elsewhere.

3 ) The stated objectives of
BUFORA include the promotion of
unbiased scientific
investigation and research into

EDITORIAL NOTES TO
FELL CASE.

THE CRACOE

UFO phenomena and the
dissemination of evidence and
data relating to UFO's. This
article is reproduced tn
support of these objectives and
is not intended as critisism of
any individual or organisation.
It is only by open discussion
of cases that any progress will
be made.

PAM KENNEDY, MBE

As this issue of JTAP closed
for press, I learned of the sad
news of the death of Pam
Kennedy. Pam passed away
peacfully on 16th February
1987 .

Apart from the many
administrative jobs Pam tackled
over the years for BUFORA, Pam
will be remembered by many as
the lady who, togther with
Betty Wood, had the unenviable
job of serving a hundred cups
of tea to the hungry hoards at
BUFORA's Kensington meetings.

A ful1 obituary will appear in
the May BUFORA Bu1letin.

in the
aT.e

statements of fact and we will
be pleased to enter into
correspondence to answer any
queries. Copies of the
farmer's statement, newspaper
articles, photographs WYUFORG
have taken, and other
documents and statements
referred to in the text will
be made available to
interested parLies on request(45 SAE please).

This article has no copyright
and may be reproduced anywhere
providing quotes are not taken
out of context. A statement of
WYUFORG's reasons for
involvement in this case and a
position and future policy
s tatement regarding our
actions is also available. We
find it sad that a UFO group
should have to produce such
documents but in this case it
is necessary.

STOP PRESS

Since this article was written
YUFOS have withdrawn the
original Cracoe Package. A
revised version is available
from the same address, Price
is now f7 .50.
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RESEARCH NEWS

Steve Gamble, Director of Research.

This short article discusses what
BUFORA's Research Department and
within and outside of BUFORA.

RESEARCH MEETING

A meeting of the Research
Committee was held in London
of 3rd January 1987. Some of
the projects discussed are
documented be1ow.

We were pleased to be able to
welcome to his first research
meeting Manfred Cassirer. As
stated in a recent article ( 1 )
Manfred has been recently
appointed to Council. He is an
expert in the field of psychic
explanations of UFO reports
and will be well known to JTAP
readers for his articles on
the PSI/UFO Interface (2).

Re ference s

1 ) Council Changes. BUFORA
Winter Newsletter, January
1987, page 1.

2) Cassirer, M. (1984) Towards
a PSI/UFO Interface. JTAP
3, pp II9-I25.

CIRCLES SURVEY

Work is continuing on the
project to investigate the
cause or causes of circle
formation within cereal
fields.
Paul Fu11er has recently
started work, in conjuction
with Dr Meaden on a survey of
cereal farmers in Hampshire
and Wiltshire. This work is
supported by a research grant
from BUFORA and a larger grant
provided by Dr Meaden.

The survey is confined to
Hampshire and Wiltshire as
these seem to be the two areas
most effected by the circles

is currertl-.'Eor:ri c:r -,.;:-thin
l iason \.;r-:: b:i.: i..=-c:rs Doth

problen. r{DCu: ic.:: ::-::':.cred
cuestionaires have leen sent
our. It is hoped io bring
further reports of this work to
readers in future issues of
JTAP.

Copies of the original reports
into this work "Mystery of the
Circles" are stil1 available
(see elsewhere in the Journal)

COMPUTER INDEXING OF REPORTS

Mike Wootten is heading this
proj ect . Cataloging of a1 1

cases from 1980 to 1982 is
completed.

Paul Ful1er has recoded about
500 cases from 1977 for entry
to the system. Mike Lewis has
finished entry of the I979
cases, whilst Robert Clarke is
working on I976 cases.

Mike Woottem has obtained a
copy of M. Verga's data on
Italian cases and hopes to be
able to caTry out some
comparisons with our own
reports.

ANAMNES I S

Work is continuing collecting
control data for this project.
A fu1ler report on this work by
Ken Phillips can be found
elsewhere in this JTAP (pages
99-101 ) .

COMPUTER SURVEY.

This project is ongoing.
Recently one additional form
has been received. For further
details see BUFORA Winter
Newsletter, paBe 6.
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TOWARDS A FORUM FOR THE SC]ENTIFIC DEBATE OF
PHENOMENA.

Robert S. Digby

UFOs AND RELATED

the Fourth International UFO
'87 . Mr Digby is a former

been involved in the study of
two years.

J".q"T1y_July 1987 the Fourth International UFO Congress will beheld in London. The congress will provide a foium for theexchange of ideas between members oi different organisationsthroughout the wor1d.

This.pape-r looks at the case for creating a regular forum topermit a broad based international debate on the whole spectrumof UFO related phenomena.

Bob Digby is currently organising
Congress under the name CONGRESS
chairman of BUFORA Ltd., and has
UFO related phenomena for twenty

It has been some time since I
last wrote for JTAP and I
remember a very early
contribution, co-authored by
my colleague Steve Gamble iil
which we sought to justify the
need for a publication like
JTAP (1). On that occasion we
used the word forum again and
I would like to refer to my
dictionary definition : -

"n. A market place,
especially in Rome, where
public business was
transacted and justice
dispensed. "

This brings me on to the
question of what forum do we
have for our subject ?

0f course there are many
groups who hold regular
meetings and invite speakers.
Members will be well aware
that BUFORA has always held
regular lecture programmes
that have given a free
platform to a wide range of
ve iws .

It would seem logical to
extend the field in which Lhe
debate is held and also to
find some way to initiate
action rather than have the
emphasis on passive debate.

In 1979 it seemed as though we

had craked it ! Our first
(London) International Congress
had attracted delegates from
several countries and was held
over a three d"y period. The
peak attendance was for a paper
by Dr. J. A11en Hynek at whictr
there were over four hundred
people.

Successive International
Conresses have attracted
participants from further
afield and now we are
approaching our Fourth
International Congress (2),
that situation is repeating
itself.

Perhaps the biggesr difficulty,
apart from the obvious
'mechanics' of organisation, is
that of striking a 'h"ppy
balance' . If I may quote from
the press release issued for
the Second
Congress : -

International

" (The Congress )...
provides a unique forum for
scientists, UFOlogists and
enthusiasts to further
techniques of research and
investigation from a
methodical scienLific base.

...Delegates representing
2I countries (were ) in
atLendance. It is
anticipated that this
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Scientific Forum cont..

international base will be
widened yet further....
providing even greater
co-ordination and
co-operation between
nations. "

If you think about it, a broad
spectrum of outlooks and
attitudes is covered in that
statement..... SCIENT]STS,
UFOLOGISTS and ENTHUSIASTS. In
fact it would seem there was,
surely, a conflict of interest
between the outlooks of these
'interest groupsT.

So what of compromise ?

Inevitably you can only please
some of the people some of the
time.
var ious

I feel that as the
conference s and

International Congresses have
occurred, we have experimented
with format and content and
from this I have deduced the
following, which has guided my
thinking in Lhe organising of

Unfortunatel.; -: -

;;ii1--;--iiai- -:=

inter-group ::-:
In order to e:t: I *::
participation, :.--=
should not be se::.
province of an-,- . z
group (2).

G) The event s

discus s ec

D) The -
segmentec.
example c
differeni
intere s tec
theor ie s
e.g. The
hypothys is
phenomena

E) The
depressed. -:
known that :
of organ _ s
BUFORA is ::
the number l:
There has
number of
several years

F) The event
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DC

this
Congress : -

I nterna t iona I

A) There need to be events
of a participatory nature,
for example workshop
sessions.

B) There is not real1y a
'passing trade' of
participants. None of the
previous conferences has
attracted many people 'off
the street' .

C) Popular speakers and
popular themes do not go
to make a 'meaningful'
event for those who are
active in the subject.
These are subjects that
have often been well aired
and offer nothing new to
active researchers. For
example, in the mind of
the general public UFO's

geared as an -::':=::v'
Congress for pec:-e -: :he
(UFO) 'trade'. T:-s--r :he
most effective l'-a'.- :: ::aw
together active :es: ::::-ers
rather than jus - ::'s s -vepeople who seek
entertained.

H) ( OR) The event sic.:-c re
geared to the mas s :.:: - icir it is to be s:agec on
'popular' 1ines, bu: not
mixed (with term G above ) .

Nothing illustrates better
the old adage about
pleasing some of the people
some of the time, overseas
delegates would be unlikely
to travel just to hear the
o1d'popular' material.

I ) There should be a
broader based participation

are equated with the
reports of George Adamski,
this material has been
a1 ready extens ive 1y
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and preferably from as
many new quarters as canbe encouraged. It isimportant to know what isgoilg on rhroughout rheworld, and our -knowledge
needs to be kept up to
date.

These then are some of themain points which I hope willexplain the logic in tt. waythings are being done. Extratime has been allocated for'behind closed doors' work forboth ICUR and MUFON (3).
I do not pretend that I havethe formula for a successfulCongress. Indeed, I would
welcome a 1itt1e debate on thematter. I have tried toinclude something for each ofthe loosely defined interest
groups.

I 
. 
firmly refute that part_icipants are 'UFO spotters'indulging in the start^ of the'si1 1y season' and I regretthat there are sti1l iomequarters of the popular mediawho insist on - tiking that

1 ine. I do not real 1y
understand how anyone can view
an event like this in that way
when one only has to listen tothe quality and content of thepresentations.

Having spent some time setting
fhu. scene, explaining th;logic_etc. my message 5r, 'the
case for a regular -forum' issimple and brief. In fact, itis more a plea from the heart,from someone long involved in
the- subject and yearning forreal progress.

Scientific Forum cont

A) We need common

resources. We all
pu11 together.

B) We need

our re se arch

recognised

international standards anddefinirions. These ,ifffacilitate working togeifr",
and establish a commonalityof approach.

C) We need regularcommunication, butespecially the face to facesort. In the end this isthe most effective way ofgetting things done - andhelps to avoid
misunderstandings and delay
which can occur with othei
methods of communicating.

D) Just as the scientificdisciplines have organised
themselves so we sfro[ld do
.tl.- same, maintaining ahigh srandard. This i; anessential pre-requisite toeffectiveness and
e ff ic iency .

E ) V'le need to train andeducate. This applies just
as well to investigatori asto members of the public.
This is essentiai tomaintaining standards, we
now need to adopt a moreprofessional approach to

need to

common

investigations.

None of these things or any ofthe other desira6les c"., beachieved without periodicmeetings and step by- stepinternational co-operation.

London has turned out to be a

and

internat ional

international objectives.
There is simply no point
in each individual
national or 1ocal group
re-inventing the wfiee1.

crossroads. I no longer 1 ivethere and recognise what I
thought was a desirability to
g-et out to greener pastures.
That is exactly what we did in1983, but it was several of myinternational colleagues who
stressed the need to be basedin London for ease of travel.

total
va luab 1e

This would be a
waste of
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Scientific Forum cont. . . .

Several overseas
seem to feel

REFERENCES

1) Gamble, S. and DigbY, :'
(1979) WhY Journal of
Transient Aerial Phenomena ?

JTAP 1, PP 25.

2) CONGRESS 87 to be held 10th
to 12th JulY 1987 is being
jointlY sPonsorea lf-Yglious
iartiei including BUFORA Ltd
but it is PrivatelY
organised this cime.

3) Associates of the
International ConniLtee for
UFO Research (ICL:.) and the
Mutual UFO Networ< (MUFON)

wiLl have sePerate neetings
outside the scheduled
Congress.

delegates
that

international delegates are
less 1ike1Y to trek to more
exotic locations in their own
countries than, saY, London'
Cost and ease of access are
important considerations.

Whatever else haPPens ' suPPort
is needed from all quarters

""a 
I would therefore aPPeal

through these Pages for- - 
just

that,-bY taking the trouble to
attend.

I do not suPPose there will
ever be quite the right time'
cost pacliage oe venue to suit
everybne, but at least an
effoit ii being made. rf this
event is a success it can be
built on as a means to
facilitate regular
international meetings - say
every two years or maybe a

reguiar annual event. I rest
my case, surelY our needs are
obvious 2.

CONGRESS 87

Congress UPdate (next Page)

TNTERNATIONAL

Congress 79

Congress 81

Congress 83

Congress 87

CONGRESS HISTORY

Mount Roval Hotel
London

Mount RoYal Hotel
London

Lorch Foundation
High Wycornbe
see next page

cut ngs

C

(A) (B) (c) (D) (E) (F)

()()()()()()

SEND TO:
Mr.R. S. DigbY, ^ -Director,-CONGRESS 87,
clo 16, SouthwaY,
Burgess Hi11,
West Sussex,
RH15 9ST.

ADDRESS:

POST CODE:

(c) (H) (r)
()()()

Sorrv. I can't wait to make mY

Uoof.i"g. f have marked (X) the
ootionE I want and enclose qly

"t"q""-til 
made out to CONGRESS 81 '

PLEASE MAKE
DELEGATE.

(Copies on

OUT ONE SLIP PER NAME:

photocoPies are

Congress 0rganr-sers:

EYECATCHERS AUDIO VISUAL

plain PaPer
acceptable )
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CONGRESS UPDATE
CONGRESS 87 - FRIDAY lOth JULY tO SUNDAY 12th JULY \g87.

VENUE - The London Business School, sussex p1ace,
Regent's Park, London, NW1 4SA.

(Please note : This event is privately organised and is notconnected in any way to the offical work 5r the sctoot. A11enqgiries should be sent to the organisers address on thebooking form. )

more papers of shorter

As we closed for press, work
on compiling the programme for
the Fourth fnternational UFO
Congress was continuing. To
quote Congress Director,
Robert Digby "The organisers
have received offers oi papers
f rom around the world ! - 

Eirery
effort will be made to include

Practice.

HOW TO BOOK

A booking form can be found atthe foot of the previous page.

There are nine bookable
components for the Congress.
Letters in brackets correspond
to the boxes on the form.

ITEM COST(A) Day attendence
Fr iday 10th July ( t 10 )'t(B) Day attendence
Saturday 11th July (t10)r.

(C) Day attendence
Sunday 12th July (f,10)'k

(D) Congress Dinner
(Friday night) (f,12.50)

(E) Film Evening
( Saturday nighr ) ( f.l )(F) Overnight Sray
Thursday 9th July ( i,40 ) @(G) Overnighr Sray
Friday 10th July (f40)@

(H) Overnight Stay
Saturday 11th July (f40)@

(I) Overnight Stay
. Sunday 12th July (t40)@
'( Price includes morning coffee
and afternoon tea. Delegates
who book for all three days get
a f.5 discount i. e L25 toial
instead of f.30.

GSingle rooms only are
available. Price includes
breakfast. Few rooms 1eft, so
book ear1y.

It is expected that most
delegates will want to make

duration, especially from
speakers who have not spoken
at our Congresses before."
The Congress will form the
core of a number of UFO
related activities. Before the
Congress the regular meeting
of the International Committee
for UFO Research (ICUR) will
be held in London. The
discussions which lead to the
formation of ICUR were held at
the very first International
Congress.

This year as an additional
bonus MUFON will be holding a
meeting of it's European
representatives in London
following on from the
Congress.

As with previous occasions, a
wide variety of speakers are
on offer. This year they
include Walt Andrus (MUFON;
USA), Jenny Randles (UK), Mr.
Odd-Gunnar Roed (Norway),
Phillip Mantle (UK), prof.
Alan Tgrgtt (Canada), Harry
Harris (UK) and Dr.Wi11y Smith
(USA). There will be a - 

number
of seminars and workshops for
delegates to take pait in.
These will include such topics
as the Investigators Code of

their own arrangements for
meals and accommodation. A11
bookings will be acknowledged.
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CORRESPONDENCE

USE OF COMPUTERS BY BUFORA LTD
- CORRESPONDENCE JTAP

SEPTEMBER 1986.

Dear Editor,

I was suprised to read James
Danby's letter in JTAP (Vo1 4,
No 3, p95 ) as I had not
intended to provoke such an
outraged response from
BUFORA's membership, I merely
hoped that my bombastic style
would encourage a few more
respondents to my
questionaire! However, since I
have over stepped the mark I
must aplogise and I hope you
will allow me the opportunity
to do so.

I am glad Mr Danby has found
most of my comments to be
satisfactory, in particular he
is suggesting that the
Association would benefit from
the purchase of a centralised
computer to handle research
data and possibly
bibliographic references. This
must be one of BUFORA's prime
objectives as the current
inaccessability of the
Association's reports and
their current format must
present a very real deterrant
to would be researchers.

Mr Danby has also taken the
opportunity to clarify my
remarks about the problem of
RAM memory, which is extremely
limited at present. I would
hope that if BUFORA was
considering the purchase of a
per s ona 1 computer the
available RAM memory would be
at least 500 Kbytes as this
seems to be the lower limit
for most statistical packages
currently available.

Fina1ly, Mr Danby has claimed
that I have implied that
'computers are going to
discover the solution to the
UFO problem'! This is not so.
I have simply stated that a

proportion of BLI::
are not interes:e:
(or investigating
If they were inte:=
it that BUFORA 3

investigators ? I;
stated that the D:-
for BUFORA's failu:e
the UFO problem ( IF :
solved ) is the apac:'.-
members, most of whc:
believe they alreadr-
answer. I could not
when Mr Danby states
an assertion would
nonsense' . Computers s
allow a more effic-e:-:
cheap method of analys:::g
amounts of data.

Once again, I'm glad :':-1-- a
smaLl section of B-ill:.---'s
members found the tine :c
respond to my questionaire a:d
I look forward to the dav ;;::e:1
their expertise will be ir.ra :o
good work by BUFORA,

Yours sincerely,

Paul Fu1 1er,
Winchester,
Hampshire

20th November 1986.

Editorial note : I too must
take some of the blame for
upsetting James Danbv. The
article was publ ished in the
style and tone it was in the
hope of generating a better
response to the survey. In the
event a number of additional
replies were forthcoming.

The information from the survey
has been very helpful ln
discussion of future computing
policy. A number of the points
raised in Paul's orginal

intoarticle have been put
practice.

The survey is intended as an
ongoing project.

Steve Gamble.
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Correspondence cont. . . .

GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION OF
REPORTED CLOSE ENCOUNTERS AND
OTHER EXTRAORDINARY EVENTS(1868-I973) - SEPTEMBER 1986

Dear Editor-in-Chief,
Having read the T.R. Dutton
article "G1oba1 distribution
analysis of reported close
encounters and other extra-
ordinary events ( 1868-1973 ) "
in JTAP Sept 1986 (pages 67-
76), I would like to point out
that it is impossible to draw
any conclusion taking as a
basis only these results. By
doing so one fa11s into a
serious methodological error(just reca11 . "orthotenic"
lines) because of the lack of
contrast data for comparison.

A control experience should
clarify how difficulr ir is ro
find similar results within an
arbitary set of equal number
of uncorrelated events with a
distribution in time and space
similar to the one of the
sample used in this study,
using the same curve matching
techniques and permittint the
same tolerances LN the
results.

Yours faithfully,
ManueI Borraz Aymerich,
Barcelona,
Spa in

15th January 1987.

Dear Sir,
In reply to D. R. D:tion (Sept. 85t)

The idea was to match the
location and date/time of UFO
incidents (reports ) to
possible trajectories of

the
alien

spacecraft in Earth orbit ( in
fact date was not mentioned,
except in the table listings).
It is naively assumed that all
UFO fgports describe objecrs
travelling as if in Earth
orbit, but this is fax from the
case. There appears to have
been no attempt to select
reports that do appear to
describe such orbiting craft.
Moreover Dutton carelessly
accepts all reports ( or if
reporLs have been selected he
does not admit it) whether or
not they have been explained.
In consequence his database is
a rag-bag of assorted objects
and stimuli that cannot
possibly have a single cause.

The geographical coordinates
can only be those of the UFO
reporter and they te11 nothing(necessarily) about the
location of the object seen (if
any). If any of the stimuli
were astronomical objects (and
some must have been) the
location of the reporter is
completely irrelevant. Even if
the objects were orb it ing
spacecraft (say 150 km up) the
observer could be fax away
(1300 km in this case, nearly
12 degrees of latitude).
The failure to correct times of
events outside the UK will
result in a 1-2 hour error in
some cases. Since a satellite
in 1ow Earth orbit takes about
one and half hours for each
orbit, BD error of this order
makes nonsence of the data.

It is not suprising that a plot
of 150 cases was
'unenlightening'. What is
suprising is that Dutton should
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Correspondence cont. . . .

G1oba1 disribution cont...

then arbitrarily select (only?
) 24 cases on the basis of
whether or not the objects
were reported to enter or
leave water. No explanation
was given for this
extraordinary choice. It is
obvious that be reducing the
number of data points the
plotting of a great circle
(GC) route is made easier(with a mass of points one
does not know where to start).
Indeed, as Dutton states, only
three points are necesary to
confirm a GC. But how many GC
routes ( as determined by three
or more points ) can be found
by chance among 24 scattered
at random over the face of the
globe? And what margin of
error would be se lected ?

Dutton does not say. Did all
the points on each GC have the
same date and was the time
difference between them
consistent with an object in
orbit? Dutton does not say.
Nor did he exhibit a single
plan of such a GC.

It is true that the track of
an orbiting craft on the
Earth's surface cannot be a GC
(unless it orbits in the plane
of the equator). Nevertheless
it was not necessary for
Dutton to refer the supposed
orbits to the celestial
sphere. He could have tested
them against the tracks that
satellites do fo11ow, vLz. a
sine curve with ampl itude
proportional to the angle of
inclination of the orbit to
the equator.

To plot a point on the
celestial sphere one needs
either the altitude and
azimuth ( at a known date and
time) from a point on the
Earth's surface or the
declination and right
ascension (or hour angle) of
the object. It cannot be

plotted from the i aiicude,
solar time and date alone. By
'solar time' (sundial ti::e) he
must mean the locai s:andard
time, which conven:iona11y
differs by one hour Der 15
degrees of longitude (nei: the
boundary between two tine zones
solar time can differ bv half
an hour f rom zone ::-:re ) .

Necessarily solar time is
related to the position of the
Sun, not to the positions of
the stars. Even if the latitude
were taken to be declination
(and right ascens lon was
calculated from the locaI zone
time) there is a huge margin of
error. Since an orbiting craft
must move against the scellar
background it's celestial
coordinates cannot remain
fixed, and an observer could be
looking in any direction within
the hemisphere available.

Dutton then makes ab s o lute
nonsence of the results by
allowing huge margins of error
on the data. Having chosen 10
arbitrary test dates he a11ows
an error of plus/minus 18 days
to the focal dates (so allowing
any date of the year to be
accepted). For some additional
dates he a1lows an error bound
of plus/minus 9 days
allowing half the dates in

(so
the

to
the

year to be accepted ) . There
seems to be little point in
fussing over a time error of
one hour if a date error of
this proportion is acceptable.
There is no reason to believe
that most (or all) UFO reports
have the wrong date.

1S ac tua 1 1y
impossible; any attempt to
accelerate the spacecraft in
the direction of motion would
merely push it into a higher
orbit ( and increase it's

Dutton's sate11
time about hal
fast ! This

period). An
accelerate it
centre of the

ite orbits in a
f an hour too

attempt
towards

Earth would lower
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Earth !

If there is a whole book fu11of this pseudoscience it is
1 ikely to awair publ icationfor ever (and justly so).

Yours faithfully,
Steuart Campbe11,
Edinburgh,
Scotland

1986 November 0Z

Correspondence cont. . . .
G1oba1 distribution cont. . .
the orbit and decrease theperiod until it met the oure€
atmosphere (when it wouldbegin to burn up). An orbitwith a period of- e,5.4 minutes
actual 1y 1 ies inside the

can be fu11y aware of all of
lls concepts. For if theLivingston incident was causedby _ inversion-distorted imagesof Venus, Mercury and Antares,any "UFO" incident could have asimilar cause. When one notesthat the Livingston incident isone of the best documented andmost believable highstrangeness cases on ,ecoid(regardless of what some people
Tay say! ), rhis is far' fiombeing a rash statement! !

I feel that Steuart deservespraise by the UFO community forhis astronomical hypothlsis,
and for his explanation of theLivingston incident, but, ofcourse, he will never get it !It is clear that certaininfluentual people within the
UFO establishment are far fromoverjoyed by Steuart,s
theories ! Is it because his UFOexplanations are not mystical
enough 2.

Robert Moore
East Huntspill
Somer se t
19 November 1986.

Editorial note:
Roy Dutton will be
right to answer
letters in a later
JTAP.

given the
both these
edition of

LIVINGSTON : A NEW HYPOTHESIS
- JTAP SEPTEMBER 1986.

Sir,

I read with interest Mr
S_teuart Campbel l 's paper in
Vo1 4 No 3 of JTAP - entitledLivingston : a new hypothesis.
It is clear that Steuart has
much factual data to back uo

Dear Editor,

Re-Livingston:Anew
Hypothesis - JTAP Seprember
1986.

In the Editorial of the
his explanation of theLivingston incident. I thinkthat his astronomical
hypothesis is one of the mostplausable rational istexplanations for the "UFO
phenomena" that has ever been
expounded. It would be nice to
see all of Steuart's notes onhis astronomical hypothesis
?qpg?I in prinr (perhaps in
JTAP? ) , so as students oi the
"UFO phenomena" (like myself)

September edition of JTAP I waspleased to read that Steuart
Campbe1l, who had produced acreditable investigator's
report on the Livingston event,
had had second thoughts abouthis rather unsatisfa6tory ball-
1 ightning solurion to thepuzzle. This 1ed me to begin toread his latest thoughts on thetopic with great inlerest andanticipation. But what adisappointment was in store !Steuart's new ideas were so
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Correspondence cont

Livingston cont. . .

outlandish that, having
reached the bottom of the
first page, I suspected that a
roguish joke was being played
: perhaps to test whether

anyone ever read JTAP
carefully. However, oD reading
through the article several
times, it seemed to be in
serious vein, so I will
respond in a serious manner,
as requested. Using BUFORA
Case History No. 1, 'C1ose
Encounter at Livingston', as
my reference document, I will
deal with Steuart's arguments
one-by-one.

Let us
memories
by the
Taylor.
report w

"As I cleared the trees and
enLered the clearing I saw
this object in front of me. I
can describe the object as
follows. It was about 30 feet
high, but not as high as the
trees. Tt was grey in colour
although I got the impression
that the top of the dome shape
changed from grey to
translucent continually. The
top of the object was dome
shaped and had a flange around
the middle on which were
situated (sic) several antenna(sic) with objects similar to
rotors on top. There were also
several round porthole type
aperatures on the dome above
the flange. I do not know what
the bottom of the object was
1ike.

As I stood and watched the
object I saw two smaller
objects appear from underneath
it and come shooting over
towards me at a fast rate of
speed. These objects were
shaped 1 ike sea mines with
about six legs attached
thereto. These spheres ro11ed

towards me f:::. -^:.= -=l to
another and the-.'=-rr"'=-, =1- :rvside. At this:-:= --^-=-= =',.,.taof a strong anc :'-:.:=:-: =.-:I1which was --.-=::--:=:-:-g.Although I -;as -=::-:,: -:::o
subconsc ious ( s -: - -; =: :-..;?.re
of being grabbe: ::. .-- -':.=: s -de

first refresh our
of the report given

'victim', Mr. Robert
In Appendix 5 of the
e read :

of my legs at ::-= : :: - _ iry
thighs. I a1 sc -=-- -- : : = -: s *re
under my chin a:.: : :'-:: ::tg
sensation on m'.- ::.-:. - :=-1
f orward but was r.: : : - :-: : -:'JSof being draggec : ::'.:;; - . l:e
next thing I .::-=-...- -..:: : arrg^u Lrrlrr6 I a\-_= r. r. :: a

whooshing sounc ::- --' rti,
which had been ru:-:-':.: r-: :::e
trees, barking. - :: :.-- .-:-:-.i
if this happeneo ::i-:= - -:si
consciousness or z=---=: _ :::.e
round. "

A11 this, Steuart Ja:-:: = - - :-l-,.,'
suggests, was a :-:--'::_:.::_t:t
which occurred l'-: -:. r ?:r
epileptic f it bror--e:-: --:" : . a
hypothetical mirage :: ..:.'-s -:l
close association ..;-::, ::::
virtually invisib-e ::--::,
Mercury . lllhat ut te: :t: :- s =:. s e I

Sure 1y , in s -::- -'-. zr
conditions the Sun -,.;: *-: : a-.-e
been a more likeltu ::a:-*<::s::tg
candidate . Judging- :-. - ::-g[
measurements taken :-.- :--e c:t
November 8th this Yea:- -::c t ,
at 1030 hours Gl':l :aar
brilliant celestia- ccject
would have been on a rea::-ng of
about 160 degrees True and aL
an elevation of a:c-:d 15
degrees; but for Ste-:art the
cause of the trouble had to be
in the alignment of those two
tine (and invisible) pl-anets!
In such circumstances one
begins to suspecL a fixation
with that variant of che AH
(astronomical hypothesis) known
as the Venus hypothesis (VH).
Too often the VH provides a
fa11-back position for
professional debunkers when
they find themselves devoid of
any plausible explanation. But
in this case it is clearly a
non-starter. Ask me to believe
that a hallucination of great
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this s tatement ,

Correspondence cont. . . .

Livingston cont...
luminosity had been induced in
a witness who had been dazzled
by a 1ow Sun and who was a
known epileptic, and I would
find it credible: bur thar was
not the nature of the
Livingston event. The object
described by the witness was
not even luminous and, further
had structural form with
technological features .

Next, referring to Para 24 in
the Case Historyr w€ read :
"Robert is not an epileptic;
he had never before - sufiered
such an attack, and has not
suffered one since. "

caused by the 'mines' . It is
remarkable that there were two
'mines' , two tracks and tworings ofholes ! This can hardly
be coincidental, and does point
to some relationship between
the 'mines' and tha ground
marks. Insofar as the rings of
holes each surround the 'irack'
marks, there is a relationship
between the two types of mark.
But there is no eveidence that
the 'mines' made any holes when
they approached the witness. "
Steuart Campbell is now telling
us that there was no 'object',
there were no 'mines' and the
Mr.Taylorrs trousers were torn
in some ordinary way, perhaps
by a fa1l before rhe incidenl,
or by a fa11 after the incident
or by the efforrs of his dog to
revive him. We have only the
witness's word that the - first
suggestion has no truth in it(as, indeed, we have for the
whole account of the happening !

) but it surely signlficant
that the forensic examination
found no traces of dog saliva
or other traces which might
have been associated with the
cause of the tears at both
hips. In my veiw, the words of
the Case History (Para. 23)
stil1 apply: "We have 1itt1e
alternative but to accept the
witness's evidence that the two
'mines' attached themselves to
his trousers. The positions of
the tears are consistent with
the account and (sic) that they
were caused by the 'mines'".
By quoting 1iberal1y from the
BUFORA Case History, I hope
that I have been able to
demonstrate that the Livingston

Despite
Steuart

Campbell insistes that the
witness had a fit, yet he
presents no new evidence to
suppor t this as ser t ion .

It may be that the marks were

Mr. Taylor's subsequent medical
history is surely relevant in
this respect.

Let us refer next to that
section of the Case History
which dealt with the ground
marks. In Para . 22 r]ne
following discussion occurs :

"The holes were simply
'opened' ground similar,
though on a smaller sca1e, to
that caused by ground
1 ightning strikes.
The irregular disposition of
the rings of holes may be
explained by the fact that the
ground slopes gently to the
east and north-east. The holes
ate nearer the centre on the
higher side and further from
the centre on the lower side.
It may be presumed that on
perfectly flat ground the ring
of holes would have been sym-
metrical and more nearly
circular on the outside. From
this it may be concluded that
the object was hovering in a
horizontal mode despite the
slope of the ground.

satisfactorily explained by
ball lightning, Venus mirages,
discarded machinery or
epilepsy. We should not a11ow
ourselves to be content with

event is by no means

tr ite expl anations for
mystifying and complex events
of this kind, not least because
they impugn the integrity of
the witness.
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Correspondence cont. . . .

Livingston cont. . .

Suppose for a moment we take
the evidence as related in the
report by the 'victim' , and
regard it with the same
objectivity as we might apply
to a desription of a road
accident. The description is
of an object which appears to
have been a vehicle of some
sort. Since the object is
reported to have been hovering
in a woodland clearing, it is
not unreasonable to think of
it as some kind of VTOL flying
machine, such as the Harrier
jump-jet or a
Unfortunately,

he 1 icopter .

it's
description does not fit our
stereotyped images of such a
device: it had no rotor or
jets or wings. It is beyond
our comprehension but that may
be a result of our limited
knowledge of what is possible
for such a ro1e. But if we are
informed on latest technology
developments and sti1l find
ourselves at a loss to explain
the mode of operation, we are
left with only two
possibilities: either we are
being hoaxed or the machine is
not of this wor1d. In the Case
History we read testimonies to
the long-established integrity
of the witness and, therefore,
we are not entitled to jump to
the former conclusion. (I have
already dealt with the 'fit'
hypothesis). We have no option

Campbell's
general approac: :t :.--_:(but not, I enp::;-i-:=. :i
the man) . In his -- - -: ==Steuart writes, - ---=-.-=:
the e::::::=::=_:
hypothesis". The -. -:: - = - -

argument given a: --'.'= : : : -:
to ask, "Why :.: :
Livings ton eve:-:
altogether unic:E.

--J

:_:_e
---^)- : -CLl
-- -' ^ 1

-- -=L
-- -^T

: -. :.e
- --c

-S
-=:-:e-- --:^

_.^
- --g

:i
- ::-
--.-^

= - -=:-
--- 

j

typical of a ki:c :: =:,.-=:which is shareo ;::.-. ,- -
of people in mos: ==:--= ::wor1d. Furtherr:.c:i. :::=
these happenings ':.2.:.
circumstantial lv ^ -:..=:the activities
creatures not of :: - : ;
Surely the t:t- :::_= :

but to conclude that
object, if real, is

researcher must :t:-.-: .
which is open :: -='- -possibil ities , e sf,e: - = - --.this case, an ETH s:-':---::-.

Yours sincerely,

T. R. Dutton
Poynton, Stockport,
Cheshire.

10th November 1986.

Editorial note:
Steuart will be
reply to these two

DATES FOR YOUR DIAR.Y.

BUFORA meetings will re
the London Business
Except for the Congre
meetings start at 18:30

Sat. May Znd
"We are definately not a1one"
Speaker : Roy Dutton

Sat June 6th
"Circles update"
Speakers : various,
Chaired : Jenny Randles

July 10rh - July lzrh
4th International Congress.

-:1"--::: :3
-c--c---.

the
the

the
been

held at
School.
ss all
hrs.

product of an alien culture.

Since there were no corrobo-
rative statements from other
witnesses and the object was
not seen to f1y into or out of
the wood, this conclusion must
be regarded as a provisional
one : nevertheless,
pos s ib i1 ity has
establ ished.

This brings me to my final
'broadside' against SteuarL
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THE WITNESS AS A SUBTLE AND COMPLEX INSTRUMENT OF OBSERVATIO}I.

Robert S. Digby

rn-many UFO cases, the witness is the only source of datarelari-ng ro rhe evenr. There has been much ,oito -i;;; jusr howreliable the witness is (1). It has been shown thar a vastmajority of these witnesses are unexperienced observers (2).
Robert is a former chairman of BUFORA and has often givenlectures on the subject of uFo's. At these lectures he hasrepeated the experiments of some of the pioneers of witnessperception srudies and now presenrs some pri,timinaiy iinoiil;-;;way of sounding an alarm.

INTRODUCTION that T have lectured in the
somerhing rhar police orricer" ii::li"E:';loll:t"I:::iri:?:3lIand insurance assessors have ional ieople from-- ttre samelong known is that witnesses t."id..,tiri 

""t"rrr"r,t area.to robberies, accidents orwhatever, frequently
conflicting accounts of

give
whatactually happened. Recent

technical advances mean thatvarious types of measurement
data taken from the scene of a
road accident say, can mean avery accurate picture being
built gp as ro whar exactl!
occured.

We are rarely presented with'scene of the crime'
opportunities within the field
of UFO investigation; and
events of the past call into
question the resources and
abilities available to conduct
complex technical
investigations.

The late Dr.Hynek made it
clear to his audiences that we
were not studying UFO's but
the UFO reports (3).
s ignificance of

The audiences were roughly the
same sLze and were either allmale or a1 1 female. The

speak for
will draw

experiment I conducted was to
show, unexpectedly, a slide of
I 'Flying Saucer-' in graphic
detail. This event was ofcarefully timed duration and
\^/as exactly the same in al l
respects as the experiment
conducted by Ken phillips whenhe gave a presentation last
yea'r at a BUFORA meeting (4) .

THE RESULTS

The results rea11y
themselves, but I

statements is very easy to
overlook. I work within- the
Data Processing industry and
there is a well known phrase
'GIGO' meaning Garbage' In;
Garbage Out. If our raw data(reports) is suspect, how can
we get out meaningful results?
THE EXPERIMENT

I present two sets of drawings
from two different audiences

attention to the aspects I
would like readers to -take 

on
board'. I would also like to
confirm or refute some implied
aspects of the results. For
example, in the male sample
there is evidence that ttre
subject matter was not taken
that seriously by everyonepresent and indeed I would
confirm this. In contrast, my
female audience felt they had
been given food for thought and
asked quite 'interested' and
' searching' questions.

A11 participants were given
pieces of paper of the same
size and quality. The males
tended to use most of the
available space, but a 1ot of

The
such
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EXAMPLES OF DRAI^IINGS BY THE MALE AUDIENCE
(Times shown are witnessrs estimate of how long slide was shown)
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EXAMPLES OF DRAWINGS BY THE MALE AUDIENCE
(Times shown are witness's estimate of how long slide was
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EXAMPLES OF DRAWINGS BY THE FEMALE AUDIENCE
(Times shown are witness's estimate of how long slide was shown)
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(

EXAMPLES OF DRAWINGS BY THE(Times shown are witness's estimate of

lo s.tcs^L*
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FEMALE AUD]ENCE
how long slide was shown)

L
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Witness observation cont...

the female
tiny, almost
It could be
to read too
experiment.

participants drew
'timid' drawings.

argued as bad form
much into such an

T,\DT tr N\':
INDLL L/-\_.

ESTTMATED TIME tF0 C3S:i'.':D

GROUP MALE r.}iALE

The alarm be1l I wish to sound
is this : look carefully at
both sets of drawings and
notice what detail there is
rea11y observe. Think about
duration, orientation, shape,
size. Think about the sort of

elsewhere and who could blame
someone for suspecting it to
be the 'same' typ. of object
or stimulus?

Sorry, can I just repeat : The
drawings are of the same
thing ! ! ! Think about it, and
while you do, look at the
spread of error on the
duration estimates in Table
one. I hope readers will not
feel cheated if I make it
impossible to calculate the
spread of error - I am simply
not going to say how long the
duration of the 'event' rea1ly
was, after all you would not
know for sure when
investigating the 'real thing'
would you 1.

Other issues you might think
about include whether the word
and drawing of the bank
manager is 1ike1y to be
better than that of the car
salesmans wife.

TIME
( in seconds)

20
15
20
15
15
45

5
20
60
15
30
I2

5
30
30

-_a-20

5

-0
t0
i0
T)
15
25
I2
10
10
10
20
10
20
20
10

detail requested by an
investiagtors 'sighting form' .

Now consider this : BOTH
PARTIES WERE SHOWN THE SAME
SLIDE FOR EXACTLY THE SAME
DURATION OF TIME. Both parties
even felt embarassed at being
asked to draw what they had
seen. Nevertheless, which one
would you take to be closest
to the 'real thing' ?

I have seen investigators get
DI SCUS S ION

I am anxious not to appear
totally negative in outlook and
so I will examine the approach
outlined by others in taking a
structured approach to non-
physical evidence (5). I hope
then that the overall context
of approarch to dealing with
witness data will not be seen
in isolation.

One of my audience, at a
lecture I gave in Stevenage,
asked me what it would take to
prove to the world that UFO's
are rea1. In the context of the
extraterrestrial vehicle I
stated that one would probably
have to land in Hyde Park for
the Prime Minister to inspect !

The stress upon the importance
of physical evidence is self

excited when a particul ar
shape is very similar to one
they have encountered

evident and part of the
scientific method. However, the
bulk of our data is non-
physical or 'soft' data. This
data would be of interest to
those concerned with psych-
ology, history, statistics,
socioloBy, anthropology and
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fo1k1 ore .

'Soft' evidence means the
psychological and sociological
processes in experiencing a
UFO event, the generation of
this experience into a report,
the general isation and

thec ategor is ation of
experience into a phenomenon
and the mythification of the
phenomena into folklore.
The four levels
are: -

1 ) the witness
2 ) the report
3)the phenomenon
4)the myth

of analysis

Each aspect of this model of
approach poses seperate and
unique questions. I only want
to explore the 1evel of the
witness for the purposes of
this paper. This is an area
where there has been a lot of
mis-understanding.

The psychologist is primarily
interested in the witness,
their psychological profile,
perceptual abilities and
personal ity.

The sociologist is more 1ike1y
to be interested in the report
level of the phenomenon
societal factors that motivate
an individual to report their
experience and the 1ike1y
factors that would introduce
bias into the account.

At the phenomenon 1eve1 we
find the interest of the
historian and s tat is t ic ian
maybe documenting factors

described so much as who is
describing it, particularly in
cases where there is no other
tangible evidence (except our
witness). In an ideal world we
know such things as history of
mental health, status in the
community, educational 1eve1,
perceptual abilities and
psychological profile
determined from tests and
interviews.

It is suggested that as the
leve1 of strangeness increases
so too, in proportion, does the
importance of this information.
It should be noted that it is
usually the high 1eve1 close
encounter cases where such data
is co1 lected
Barney Hil1.

e. g. Betty and

There are 1ega1 and ethical
questions about the gathering
and release of such witness
data which we will not go into
here. The point is that the
information has value beyond
making a judgement
whether the witness is

people never see
while others have

or fool.

We might ask 'Is there a
selection effect ?' Why do some

corre 1 at ion
experiences
abilities?

between
and
Are

about
a liar

anything,
mu1 tiple

UFO
'PSI '
there

sightings/encounters ? Do we
be1 ieve or disqualify

there a'repeaters'? Is

of symbolism and cu1 tural
needs.

At 1eve1 1 it is not what is

significant sociological and
psychol ogical differences
between those who have had a
UFO experience and those who
have not? What about factors
such as hypnotic suggestability
and belief systems?

Unlike research into physical
factors, research at 1eve1 1

can be carried out today.

I must add that I have found
the results from my recent
studies disturbing. We tend to

associated with UFO waves.

The social anthropologist and
folklorist come in at the myth
1eve1 particul arly in respect
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Witness observation cont. . .

have to rely mostly on witness
data in the absence of
anything else to go on.

I hope I can be forgiver-r for
viewing witnesses somewhat
dispassionately - I know they
are people with feelings.
However, also understand that
in the days when I worked in a
research laboratory I could
not afford to simply trust the
equipment I was using. I
needed to test it, calibrateir and generally know
something of its reliability.
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